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DIRECTOR OF GLOBAL & SUMMER PROGRAMS
Chris Bradley
Program Assistant Brenda Farrell

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
Grace Moon
DIRECTOR OF STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
Elizabeth Bowler

INTERIM DEAN
Renee Chow

DIRECTOR OF UG ADVISING
Susan Hagstrom
ASSOC DEAN FOR UG STUDIES
Greig Crysler

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS CURATOR
Chris Marino
ASSOC DEAN FOR FACULTY
Susan Ubbelohde

MRED +D Executive Director
Greg Morrow
(dotted reporting to Asst Dean, Fin & Admin)
MRED +D Associate Director
VACANT
MRED +D Career Advisor
Lisa Franklin

ASST DEAN OF DEVELOPMENT & ALUMNI RELATIONS
VACANT
ASSOC DIR, ANNUAL GIVING & ALUMNI RELATIONS
Gail Stanley
DIR OF COMMUNICATIONS
VACANT
EVENTS & ALUMNI RELATIONS COORDINATOR
Victoria Jaschob
PRIZES & AWARDS
Monica Renner

CHAIR, ARCH
Ron Rael
(DEPT MANAGER
Elena Lunt
(dotted reporting to Asst Dean, Fin & Admin)
GRAD STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICER
Lois Koch
GRAD STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICER
VACANT
PROJECT ANALYST/LECTURES & EXHIBITS
Jennifer Wang
SCHEDULER
Michael Hahn

CHAIR, DCRP
Karen Chapple

CHAIR, DCRP
Karen Chapple

ASST DEAN FOR FIN & ADMIN
Jen Sang
FINANCE MANAGER
Eric Gillet
FINANCE ANALYST
Melanie Brey
(STAFF & ACADEMIC HR MGR
Nadya Abo-Shaeer
AP ANALYST
Josephine O'Shaughnessy
FACILITIES MGR
Mike Bond
CUSTODIAN & BLDG MAINTENANCE
Alejandro Blanco

ASST DEAN, IIT
Patty Mead
(dotted reporting to Asst Dean, Fin & Admin)
SYSTEMS ADMIN
Alex Warren
STUDENT TECH CTR MGR
Jill Martin
COMP LAB MGR
Frederick Lee
AV TECHNOLOGY MGR
Jeffrey Allen
FABRICATION SERVCS MGR
Semar Prom
DIGITAL FAB LAB MGR
Chris Palmer
SHOP ASSISTANT MGR
VACANT

REFEREE ARCHIVIST
Katie Riddle
VISUAL RESOURCES CTR
Jason Miller
COLLECTIONS ARCHIVIST
Emily Vigor

ASST DEAN OF DEVELOPMENT & ALUMNI RELATIONS
VACANT

ASST DEAN OF DEVELOPMENT & ALUMNI RELATIONS
VACANT

ASSOC DEAN FOR UG STUDIES
Greig Crysler
DIR OF UG ADVISING
Susan Hagstrom
UNDERGRADUATE ADVISERS
Omar Ramirez
Isela Pena-Rager
Heather Grothjan

DEPT MANAGER
Malla Hadley
(dotted reporting to Asst Dean, Fin & Admin)
GRAD STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICER
Kathleen Pera
GRAD STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICER
Clayton Hall
ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/SCHEDULER
Tony Tieu
ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/SCHEDULER
Jessica Ambriz
MGR, BLAKE GDN
Meghan Ray
BLAKE GARDENERS
Mike Frappier
Tim Cole
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